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By SARAH JONES

NEW YORK As retail becomes more about the experience, companies are no longer bound by traditional category
definitions, allowing them the opportunity to branch out and create a broader lifestyle around their brand.

During a session at NRF's T he Big Show on Jan. 14, executives from Shinola and Peloton explained how they have
both translated their respective brands' value propositions into offerings that go beyond the product towards
community building and long-term engagement. As companies build lifestyles around their products, the key
consideration is staying on brand to not extend too far.
"We're seeing an interesting crossover, and we have this extraordinary opportunity now as customers move across
this landscape of experiences quite fluidly and mostly being aided by their digital devices to find some fabulous
opportunities to capture customers in the crosswalk, those in-between phases where they may not have had an
opportunity to connect with brands, but now they do," said moderator David Kepron, vice president of global design
strategies, premium distinctive brands at Marriott International. "Brands are living outside their comfort zones."
Lifestyle push
Shinola began in Detroit in 2011 as a watchmaker, and has since extended to categories including leather goods,
turntables and bicycles (see story). After developing a community of loyal customers and seeing the positive
reaction to its store environments, Shinola made the decision to move into hospitality.
When it came time to open its first hotel, Shinola chose a location in its hometown. In a nod to the community, the
art chosen for the property comes from local talents.
T ouches throughout the interior design point to Shinola's designs. For instance, faucets made in partnership with
Waterworks mimic the case backs on watches, while hallways have arches that call to mind the curve of a turntable.
T he hotels are designed to feel like a home, or as if Shinola is inviting consumers into its living room.
Shinola is looking at sites for other hotels. In another homey move, the company is also investigating how it can
become a greater part of consumers' home environments.

T he company's CEO/president Shannon Washburn explained that Shinola's extensions are guided by whether they
feel true to the brand.
Also taking a lifestyle approach, Peloton launched with a positioning based more around its digital media than its
bicycles.

Peloton owners will often visit stores to celebrate milestones, such as the 250th ride. Image credit: Peloton
T ranslating this to the retail environment, Peloton's showrooms are light on product. T he bricks-and-mortar spaces
include the opportunity to touch, feel and ride the stationery bikes, but they also serve as a place for community
building.
T he brand's senior vice president of retail Jennifer Parker explained that consumers will sometimes take over a
store to hold a party. Peloton also hosts meet-and-greets with some of its trainers, taking a digital face into the
physical realm.
Peloton recently rolled out a new showroom concept in Cleveland, OH that aims to further the brand's positioning
as more than a bike company. T he space includes a private area where consumers can try out bicycles, complete
with showers.
Community is key
Beyond Shinola, other brands including Equinox and even T aco Bell have made forays into hospitality.
Located at 35 Hudson Yards, Equinox's first hotel is intended to provide guests with a "360-degree lifestyle travel
experience" with soundproof rooms, access to fitness classes and healthy eating (see story).
Luxury brands can work relentlessly to develop a quality product, but without creating a controlled experience and
consistent message around their merchandise and identity, there may be a disconnect between reality and public
perception.
During the "Going Beyond the Product: Creating Physical Experiences for Luxury Consumers" session at Luxury
FirstLook: Strategy 2016, panelists agreed that finding one consistent brand personality and ideology and

communicating that across all touch points, whether online or in-store, is the key for effective brand positioning.
From there, letting consumers engage with a brand through product, entertainment or creative experiences can
further help to build a community (see story).
Sometimes translating the DNA of a store experience to less transactional environments is natural.
"From the very beginning in our stores in Detroitguests would come in and they loved the environment, they loved
the beautiful details and just the experience of being there and quite honestly, it was about inviting them into our
home, and wanting to tell them about the brand and share the brand values and what we are about," Ms. Washburn
said. "And I think from there we saw a real connection with our guests.
"If you think about it, training for the stores or training in a hotel, it's all about creating amazing, quality interactions
at every touchpoint with the consumer," she said. "As a brand we live, eat, breathe quality."
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